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THE PRESIDENT, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY, 
AND STAFF CONGRATULATE YOU ON THIS VERY SPECIAL DAY. 
TODAY'S COMMENCEMENT EXERCISE IS THE CULMINATION OF YOUR 
HARD WORK AND INTELLECTUAL EFFORT, WHICH SHOULD BE DULY 
NOTED AND PUBLICLY RECOGNIZED. MAY ALL OF YOUR DREAMS AND 
WISHES BRING FORTH A PROSPEROUS FUTURE. CONGRATULATIONS! 
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 
WELCOME TO THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY OF 2014 
FOR THE 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE SCIENCES 
AND 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
DON TAFT UNIVERSITY CENTER 
FORT LAUDERDALE/DAVIE, FLORIDA 
Saturday, the Twenty~third of August, Two Thousand and Fourteen 
One O'clock in the Afternoon 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
MARSHAL 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES 
CANDIDATES FOR MASTER'S DEGREES 
MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
DISTINGUISHED GUESTS 
UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS 
ORDER OF EXERCISES 
Prelude 
*Processional 
Crown Imperial .............................................. ................................................................... Walton 
Convening the Commencement. .......................... Grand Marshal Jacqueline Travisano, M.B.A., CPA 
Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer 
Nova Southeastern University 
Presiding Officer. ......................................................................................... George L. Hanbury II, Ph.D. 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Nova Southeastern University 
*Star Spangled Banner ............................................................................................................... Key/Smith 
OJ say can you see by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming, 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous fight, 
0' er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there; 
OJ say does that star-spangled banner yet wave, 
0' er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
Introductions ........................................................................................................ Ralph V. Rogers, Ph.D. 
Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Nova Southeastern University 
Welcoming ................ ............. ......... .......................... ... ........ .... .................... Fred Lippman, R.Ph., Ed.D. 
Health Professions Division Chancellor 
President's Remarks ............................................................................................... George L. Hanbury II 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
Doctor of Humane Letters .......................................................... ..... .. ... ...... ........... George L. Hanbury II 
Commencement Address ............................................................................................ Mario Diaz-Balart 
Congressman, State of Florida District 25 
Presentation of Candidates 
College of Health Care Sciences ................................................ Stanley Wilson, PT, Ed.D., CEAS 
Dean 
*Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony 
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College of Nursing ..... ........................................... Marcella M. Rutherford, Ph.D., M.S.N., M.B.A. 
Dean 
Conferral of Degrees .............................................................................................. George L. Hanbury II 
Presentation of Oaths 
Audiology Oath ........................................... .... ..................................................... Teri Hamill, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Physician Assistant Oath ........................................................... Kerry L. Whitaker, D.H.sc., PA-C 
Department Chair and Program Director 
Occupational Therapy Pledge .............. ................. Wendy Stay, Ph.D., OTRjL, SCDCM, FAOTA 
Department Chair 
Closing Remarks ......................................................... ........................... ................ George L. Hanbury II 
Dismissal of the Commencement .................................................. Grand Marshal Jacqueline Travisano 
*Nova Southeastern University Anthem ................................................ .............................. ...... Cavanaugh 
*Recessional 
Hail thee, Nova Southeastern! 
Bright sun shining new; 
Radiant star of our morning, 
Ever rising, true; 
May thy wisdom serve as our constant guide 
and thy love a beacon strong, 
as throughout the world we spread thy name 
joining voice in grateful song: 
Nova Southeastern, Alma Mater, 
By thy light imbue, 
Service, honor, loyalty, 
'til our days are through. 
Love thee, Gray and Blue! 
La Rejouissance ............ ................. ...................................... .............................................. Handel 
From Music for the Royal Fireworks 
*Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE SCIENCES 
Presented by Stanley Wilson 
DOCTOR OF AUDIOLOGY 
FORT LAUDERDALE 
Paige Allison Aufseeser** ............... Ocean, New Jersey Yoko Fujimoto Miller* .. ........ Sammamish, Washington 
Erin Colleen Campbell .......................... Largo, Ftorida Chelsea Danielle Nava** .... ......... Glendora, California 
Caitlin Cox* ....................................... Wakeman, Ohio Stacee Chere Ommundsen* .... ........ Mastic, New York 
Arjanae L. Gay .................... Farmville, North Carolina Annie Patricia Rodriguez* ................... Tampa, Ftorida 
Natasha Gidak ... Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada Diana Marie Russell** ... .... ..... Walpole, Massachusetts 
Michael J. Hammerbacher ............. ..... Winston-Salem, Leonor Maria Sink ............................. .. Tampa, Florida 
North Carolina Lauren Solliday** .......... ..... .......... .. Seaford, New York 
Erin Nichole Hattey* ....................... Fort Worth, Texas Alexandra Nicole Soltis* ...... Concord, North Carolina 
Deanna Michelle Katanic ............. Boca Raton, Florida Ania Malgorzata Tomasik** ... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Brianna Kuzbyt** ............... .... ............. .. Miami, Ftorida 
LONDON, ENGLAND 
Nelaeni Govender** ............... Surrey, United Kingdom Andrew Sciberras** ............................... Sliema, Malta 
Lorraine Marie Lucas-Lewis** ... Cardiff, United Kingdom 
DOCTOR OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
Antonette Fernandez .............. Pembroke Pines, Florida Christina Marie Sanford ........ Fort Lauderdale, Ftorida 
Kelsi Royer .... .............. .. ........... .. .. .... ... Portland, Maine Cheryl Miller Scott ..................... ....... .. Sunrise, Florida 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
Margaret E. Boyd ....................... Pearl River, New York Kathleen Ann Subasic .... ... .... ........ . Parkton, Maryland 
Sarah E. Fabrizi ... ......... ................. ... .. .. Naples, Florida Deborah Ann Whitcomb .................. Cincinnati, Ohio 
Geela Spira ................... .... ................ Kiryat Ono, Israel 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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DOCTOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
Adelaja Adesina Adelugba ..... Owings Mills, Maryland Katheryn Knutson ........... .. ............. Fort Myers, Florida 
Marty Maria Alexander ........ ...... Savannah, Tennessee Kevin Paul Kobylak.. ...................... Round Rock, Texas 
Anthony Randal Anderson ........ Spring Branch, Texas Kim Denise Lattimore ........................... Manvel, Texas 
Teri Askew-Jackson .... ....... Winterville, North Carolina Reenie Lopez ............................................. Mica, Texas 
Nathelia D. Barnes ................ Stone Mountain, Georgia Syra Madad ........................................ ..... Austin, Texas 
Debra Bassett-Mitchell... .... ....... WiUiamsburg, Virginia Deborah Jolane Madden .............. Alexandria, Virginia 
Juliet Battard Menendez .... .. ....... .}ensen Beach, Florida Toysha Nichole Mayer. ......................... Houston, Texas 
Eboni Joy Belle ....... ..................... Johns Creek, Georgia Robert George McGraw ..................... Deltona, Florida 
Gina Benavente .... ......................... San Antonio, Texas Jacqueline McKenzie ........... ........ Somerset, New Jersey 
Tanya M. Benjamin-Wilson ............. Pensacala, Florida Chara C. McLaughen .................. Ooltewah, Tennessee 
John Billingsley, Jr. .................. Boynton Beach, Florida Nancy Ellen McLaughlin ................... Roswell, Georgia 
Norman L. Brown, Jr ..................... Jacksonville, Florida Alberta Nelson-Gelin .......................... Sunrise, Florida 
Penny Cooper. ............................. Waynesboro, Virginia Martha Kerubo Ochako .......... Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Kelly E. Corona ........................ .. ......... Chicago, Illinois Erin O'Hora ................................. Moosic, Pennsylvania 
Melinda K.Current ............................ Winfield, Kansas Alfred Okele ....................................... Red Oak, Texas 
Bethania M. Delucien ............. Coconut Creek, Florida Humphrey Enyinnaya Okele ...................... Katy, Texas 
Dina Segovia Dennis ..................... Round Rock, Texas Laura Opton ................ ...... ................... Lubbock, Texas 
Elaine de Quadros ........................... Plantation, Florida Scott Parkhurst ............................... Jackson, Tennessee 
Josefa L. Diaz ......................................... Miami, Florida Shrima PateL ...................................... Pearland, Texas 
Merlyn Dorsainvil.. ....................... Brooklyn, New York Jessica Peek.. .................... Rockingham, North Carolina 
Dale J. Dyben ................................ Greenacres, Florida Samuel Sabum Pefok.. ................... Rosedale, Maryland 
Ernest Molua Ekema ........ .. .... Windsor Mill, Maryland LaShonda Jackson Roberson ...... College Park, Georgia 
Lorna Marcia Jennifer Fairweather ............... Brooklyn, Sandi Anne Robinson ................ Panama City, Florida 
New York Sean Tyrone Robinson .................... Arlington, Virginia 
Lynda Marie Murphy Freeman ... Montgomery, Alabama Glenda Marie RusselL ........ Lexington, South Carolina 
Galed Hakim ......................................... Miami, Florida Lorraine Sanassi .................... East Elmhurst, New York 
Betty J. Hallmon ............................. Plantation, Florida Rachel M. Sharan ................ Murrysville, Pennsylvania 
Josh Charles Hyatt ........... ............ . La Mesa, California Kymberly Spady-Grove ........................ Houston, Texas 
Keisha Johnson ................................. Lithonia, Georgia Lonette J. Spence ........................ McDonough, Georgia 
Michael Andrew Johnson .... .......... .. .. Navarre, Florida Mark C. Stoddart ..................... Clifton Park, New York 
Chrystal Jones ....................................... Hearne, Texas Fabiola Surena .................... .... ................ Davie, Florida 
Nerlande M. Joseph ............................... Miami, Florida Paul M. Villalon-Iglesias ......... Moorestown, New Jersey 
Davide Ayozie Kekeocha ...................... Houston, Texas Renee Weeden ................................. Maitland, Florida 
Steven Avery Kelham ............. Warner Robins, Georgia Kerry Lee Whitaker ................... St. Augustine, Florida 
Cynthia Marina Kessler ............... Cooper City, Florida Tanya Williams ..................... Fort Mill, South Carolina 
April Rochelle King ..................... Woodbridge, Virginia Betty Kar-Mei Wong .......................... Atlanta, Georgia 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN HEALTH SCIENCE 
Jennifer A. Snyder ..................... ................................................................................................ Indianapolis, Indiana 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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COLLEGE OF NURSING 
Presented by Marcella M. Rutherford 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN NURSING 
Kimberly Dudas** ....... Point Pleasant Bora, New Jersey 
Christopher Michael Garrison** ............ State College, 
Pennsylvania 
Debra Folger Shipman** ............... Blacksburg, Virginia 
DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE 
Elizabeth Ann Clemow-Tilley** ........... Jupiter, Florida 
Claudette Joy Coombs ........................... Davie, Florida 
Pavel Costa-Armas .................. .. ..... Cutler Bay, Florida 
Cheryl Nicole Eastmond** ............ Wellington, Florida 
Sherlette Elmore* .................... Saint Albans, New York 
Denise Theresa Howard** ..................... Davie, Florida 
Funmilayo Abike Makinde** ............ Arlington, Texas 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Carole L. Marks** ............................ Youngstown, Ohio 
Andrea Therese Marr-Peralto** ....... Miramar, Florida 
Sherene McBean** .................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Victor Manuel Ospina** ....................... Miami, Florida 
Theresa Marie Parenteau** ............. Palm Bay, Florida 
Christie Faye Skinner .................. El Dorado, Arkansas 
Maria Amalia Suarez** ......................... Miami, Florida 
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH CARE SCIENCES 
Presented by Stanley Wilson 
MASTER OF MEDICAL SCIENCE IN PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT 
FORT LAUDERDALE 
Kaitlin N. Abers ..................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Noya Kantor ................ ................. Cooper City, Florida 
Romina Powers Alzamendi .................... Davie, Florida Alexa L. Kapilow** ........................ ....... Miami, Florida 
Briana Janae Anderson ............... .......... Mesa, Arizona Hannah M. Kozak.. ......................... Plantation, Florida 
James Beatty** ... .. ... ..... .. .............. . }acksonville, Florida Brett E. Krumholz ..................... . Reading, Pennsylvania 
Amanda Ben Simon ...... .... ....... ...... .. .. . Sunrise, Florida Wai-Yee Leung* ................................... Weston, Florida 
Darah E. Briggs ....................... Winter Garden, Florida Morganne E. Lliteras ................. Oakland Park, Florida 
Elizabeth R. Butler ..... .. .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Brittany Loringer* ...... ... ........ ............... Stuart, Florida 
Stephanie Byers* .................... Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Roxzy R. Mabry ........................... ... }acksonville, Illinois 
Casey N. Byrnes .............................. Silverhill, Alabama Vanessa McDowell ......................... Hollywood, Florida 
Joshua L. Cavaness* ..................... .. Auburn, California Amanda L. Miller** ................ .... . }acksonville, Florida 
Thomas Beau Cawley ... .. ... ... .... ...... Richmond, Virginia Danamarie Moonoo* ................. North Miami, Florida 
Amy Renee Clawges ....... ................ Plantation, Florida Colleen A. Morrison* ...................... Lakeland, Florida 
Kristie Y. Cmoluch ..... .......................... Novi, Michigan Stefanie Navarro ...................... .. ............ Doral, Florida 
Tiffany Comerie** .............. Royal Palm Beach, Florida Thuong Nguyen ................................. Orlando, Florida 
Mark Dawydowycz ...................... West Allis, Wisconsin Jonathan Paul Pagano ............................. Austin, Texas 
Andrea Del Salto** ............................ Orlando, Florida Monisha Ann Paris* .............. Pompano Beach, Florida 
Anne Marie Dozier* .......................... Sarasota, Florida Jessica L. Perdoch** ................... Reading, Pennsylvania 
Victoria J. Eikevik ............................. Parkland, Florida Lindsey E. Pietras** ........................ Blasdell, New York 
Alexandra V. Elios* ............... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Aditi A. Ramcharitar. ......... Royal Palm Beach, Florida 
Alicia N. Eller ............................ Romoland, California Beatrice V. Ramos .................... .... ... Kissimmee, Florida 
Valerie M. Fiordilino ............................. }upiter, Florida Kyle M. Rickstad ............. ............. Grand Isle, Vermont 
Amanda M. Ford* .................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida Jenna Schreiner ..................................... }upiter, Florida 
Brittney K. Foreman** ........... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Whitney Lauren Schroeder ..... .... ..... Miramar, Florida 
Catherine Marie Goetz ......... ... ..... ........ . Davie, Florida Shari Selesky** .............................. .... Margate, Florida 
Stanley D. Graff.. ............................. Washington, Utah Rachel Ali Sheets* ......... Kennett Square, Pennsylvania 
Rebecca Jane Grosh* .................. Broomfield, Colorado Christina Grace Simpson* .............. .. Margate, Florida 
Michelle Maria Guadagno ...... Port Colborne, Ontario, Laurie A. Somerville .................... Lake Worth, Florida 
Canada Kristen C. Stevens ....................... Villa Hills, Kentucky 
Evan Haas* ........................................... Miami, Florida Brendan Stroz .................................... Miramar, Florida 
Hilary Hagen ......... ........ ....... Murrysville, Pennsylvania Nestor Via y Rada .. ............................. Weston, Florida 
Irene H. Halmari ....... ................ Oakland Park, Florida Kurt Wahl ........................................ Maitland, Florida 
Jacob H. Hazellief... ............. ... ...... .. Fort Pierce, Florida Nicholas R. Wert.. .......................... Hollywood, Florida 
Susan Y. Hose* .......................... Westminster, Colorado Simon Ka Yip Wong* ........................... .. Davie, Florida 
Whitney E. Howe* ............... Melbourne Beach, Florida Stephanie M. Zottoli .................... Cooper City, Florida 
Malwina Agnieszka Huzarska* ...... Davenport, Florida 
Natalie Anne Kaczmar-Stecko .... ....... Bloomfield Hills, 
Michigan 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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FORT MYERS 
Courtney Alexander* ........................ Liberty, Missouri Jeffrey Andrew Jordan* .................. Melbourne, Florida 
Jaclyn Anderson ................................ Titusville, Florida Amanda Maria King ................... Lehigh Acres, Florida 
Mitsu Andre ......................................... Naples, Florida Ryan Douglas Knake ...................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Desteni M. Barnes ......................... .. Marianna, Florida Rachel Michelle Kuegler* ................ Bel Air, Maryland 
Kevin W. Bass* .............................. Fort Myers, Florida Claudia Lucas* ..................................... Naples, Florida 
Jason Michael BenEliyahu ............. Setauket, New York Miranda Lee Markesteyn ..................... Naples, Florida 
Alison L. Bennett** ................................ Toledo, Ohio Kristen Keith McElhaney** .... Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Brigett D. Brandjes** .......... Royal Palm Beach, Florida Timothy S. Mingee .................. Bonita Springs, Florida 
Tracy Brook** ............................ Green Bay, Wisconsin Travis C. Neagle* ........................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Joslyn F. Brown* .................................... Troy, Michigan Meaghan O. Nichol ............................. Naples, Florida 
Jonathan Paul Carroll* .................... Lakeland, Florida Maria Ximena Orrego ................... Cape Coral, Florida 
Catherine E. Cartwright** .................. Valrico, Florida Kristin M. Paul* .............. White Bear Lake, Minnesota 
Shaazia F. Chanda ................................ Miami, Florida Brandon Phipps ................................... Herriman, Utah 
Brittany Marie Davis** ............ Bonita Springs, Florida Thomas D. Pino** ........................ Cape Coral, Florida 
Van Aiken DeBlieux ........ Wilmington, North Carolina Amena Rahman* .................................. }upiter, Florida 
Brandon Z. Doane* .......... New Smyrna Beach, Florida Justina Marie Raimer ................ Port Charlotte, Florida 
Nikole Renae Dodge* ..................... Bradenton, Florida Emily M. Randall** ....................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Elizabeth Duarte** ............................... Naples, Florida Raychel L. Raymer** .................... }acksonville, Florida 
Kellie Jo Dunlap* ................................. Naples, Florida Emily Richey ....................... Lillington, North Carolina 
Michael L. Eaker* ......................... Cape Coral, Florida Erik Ridgway** .................. Charleston, South Carolina 
Kimberly Ann Ellias** .................... Duluth, Minnesota Jason D. Santos ...................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Joe Ferrao ................................ Miromar Lakes, Florida Daniel Sellers** ................................ Nokomis, Florida 
Carlos F. Florian .......................... Lehigh Acres, Florida Christina A Skaar** ........................... Naples, Florida 
Jennifer Gillis** .................................... Estero, Florida Walter S. Spence III ..................... Morrison, Tennessee 
Eliana Green ....................................... Quincy, Florida Christa Nicole Stout* .............. Stewartville, Minnesota 
Elodie A Guez ............................... Fort Myers, Florida Wilfred Stout* ............................... Hudson, Wisconsin 
Sona Hamelin* ............................. Cape Coral, Florida Marco van den Bosch* ................. Cape Coral, Florida 
Jacqueline Edie Indrisek** ............ Cape Coral, Florida Derek James Wilson ....................... Gainesville, Florida 
Alexander Heisaku lriarte ............ Cape Coral, Florida Mariafrancesca Z. Wilson* .................. Naples, Florida 
Lindsey Kathleen Johnson* ... Lakewood Ranch, Florida Joshua D. Wood ............................ Enterprise, Alabama 
Mckenzie L. Johnston* ................ Royal Oak, Michigan 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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JACKSONVILLE 
Courtney P. Barbato* .................. Fort Denaud, Ftorida Ryan William McMeans ....... ....... .}acksonville, Florida 
Margaret D. Bishop .......................... Eastman, Georgia Diana Marcela Medina* ............... }acksonville, Florida 
Melanie Eileen Bodden* .... ..... Pembroke Pines, Ftorida Adam Dean Mickey** ... Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Kirsten L. Bolender** ..... .... ....... Cary, North Carolina Keri Long Miller. ......... ... .................. Valdosta, Georgia 
Joshua Bridwell** .............. ... ......... Vero Beach, Florida Juan David Moreno ......... ...... .... ... . }acksonville, Ftorida 
Stephanie Lauren Cotter** ...... .... .... . Ridge, New York Kenneth R. Obimpeh .. .... ................. Suwanee, Georgia 
Stephanie Jo Cutlip ........................... Milan, Tennessee Kirsten Lynn Paris* ...................... .}acksonville, Florida 
Candice J. Eisenmann** ...... ...... .. .... Sebastian, Florida Morgan Wendell Parks* ..... .}acksonville Beach, Florida 
Megan Becker Finck** ................. . }acksonville, Florida Heather L. Pridgen** ... Pawleys Island, South Carolina 
Hannah M. Findlay* ........ ................ Key West, Ftorida Aliaksandra Regan* ................ Daytona Beach, Florida 
Stefanie Glider** ......... ........... ........... Davenport, Iowa Carolina Remos ....................... ...... }acksonville, Ftorida 
Vera Gumiela Gray* ...... ............... Palm Beach, Ftorida Brent Rentfro ...................... ..... ...... ........ .... . Lehi, Utah 
Justin R. Hayne* ......... ........ .......... }acksonville, Florida Oksana V. Richards* .................... . Palm Coast, Florida 
Ana Hayward ....... .. .................. ..... }acksonville, Ftorida Heather S. Robinson ........ ........ ....... . Live Oak, Ftorida 
Sara Herreros ................................ }acksonville, Florida Shavone Simmonds ....... ... .......... ... }acksonville, Florida 
Lindsey Beth Hollingsworth* ....... }acksonville, Florida Kimberly W. Stackpole* ... ... .... .. .... Palm Coast, Florida 
Angel C. Jurich* .... .. .......... ........... }acksonville, Florida Nancy E. Stark ............. .... .. Ponte Vedra Beach, Ftorida 
Allison Justice .......................... ..... }acksonville, Florida Andrew F. Tate** ....... .... ............. .. Brunswick, Georgia 
Neda R. Kadkhodaie ..................... }acksonville, Florida Nicholas P. Taylor** ......... ... ....... ... Tallahassee, Florida 
Marc W. Kawohl ....... ...... .... .... Winter Garden, Florida Liliana Torrealba** ....................... }acksonville, Florida 
Nanssi Kazar. ................................. }acksonville, Florida Jarica L. Turner* ........................ St. Augustine, Ftorida 
Natarah Lee* ......... .... ........ .. ..... ... . }acksonville, Florida Azra Velic .. .................................... }acksonville, Florida 
Natasha K. Lee* ........ .. .... ... ........... }acksonville, Ftorida Courtney Waters** .... ...... .... .. ....... }acksonville, Florida 
Evan J. Leonard ...... ............... ...... Palm Harbor, Ftorida Robert Lee Webb .............................. St. Johns, Ftorida 
Shane Lusk .............. ...................... }acksonville, Ftorida Tyler Wipf* .................................... }acksonville, Florida 
Jason Kane Lyles ... ..... ............. ... St. Augustine, Florida Caroline Brooke Wise* ........... Ormond Beach, Florida 
Shawn McLane** ................. Port Angeles, Washington Tiffani N. Witt* ........................... .}acksonville, Ftorida 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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ORLANDO 
William Arnold Adamy, Jr.** ...... Port Orange, Florida Clark Lachcik* .... .. .......... .. ........ Merritt Island, Florida 
David Alvarez** ........ ..................... .Kissimmee, Florida Ariel Launder* ............................... Davenport, Florida 
Anisa Andoni .................................... Orlando, Florida Phillip B. Lee* .................................... Orlando, Florida 
Hannah Balduff* ................................. Niles, Michigan Eugene A. Lewis II* ........................... Orlando, Florida 
Isabella Belkin** ................................. Sanford, Florida Dan-Joseph A. Marcelino* ...... Reisterstown, Maryland 
Renee Berens .................................. Gainesville, Florida Priscila Franzon Marques* ................. Orlando, Florida 
Cynthia Betancourt-Gonzalez** ....... Orlando, Florida Heather Lynne Marsh** .................... Orlando, Florida 
Valerie A. Bonilla ........................... Lauderhill, Florida Taylor Maxwell* .................................... Ocala, Florida 
Theodore Preston Box* .......... Winter Garden, Florida Candace Hope McFarlin ............ Brentwood, Tennessee 
Dara C. Boyce* ............ .. ....................... Miami, Florida Tiffany Marie Mueller* ...................... Orlando, Florida 
Benjamin Watson Brown* .... Fort Mill, South Carolina Jennifer Nicosia** ................... Peabody, Massachusetts 
Jennifer L. Caruthers** ........... Virginia Beach, Virginia Caitlyn D. Power ................ Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida 
Stacey Leigh Conrad* ...................... .. .. Tampa, Florida Emily Rian Randall* ..................... Casselberry, Florida 
Kate D'Amato** .................................. Sanford, Florida Alex D. Rodriguez .............................. Orlando, Florida 
Kelly Anne David** ........... Altamonte Springs, Florida Amy P. Romito* ............... Green Cove Springs, Florida 
Khushbu S. Desai ....................... Sunnyvale, California Allyson Schlegel* .................................... Carroll, Ohio 
Kristin Lee Ferguson* ................ Eldersburg, Maryland Tecresha Shaw* .................................... Miami, Florida 
Austin Giovanetti* .......................... Maitland, Florida Kari-Ava Sherwood** .................... .. .. Sarasota, Florida 
Vincent L. Gizzi* ............................... Orlando, Florida Kelly Patricia Ship Ie .................. Wilmington, Delaware 
Nicole M. Goodbread* ........................ Apopka, Florida Corey Thomas Smith ... Indian Harbour Beach, Florida 
Lazaro Y. Guerrero** .................... .. .... Orlando, Florida Anne L. Sprick.. ........................... Windermere, Florida 
Stephen Hartle** ..................... Lawrenceville, Georgia Taylor Stetson* ...................... North East, Pennsylvania 
Jennifer L. Henderson* ...................... Orlando, Florida Emily R. Sullivan* ........................ Vero Beach, Florida 
Matthew Thomas Hennigan ............. Orlando, Florida Lian Szeto ............................ Hallandale Beach, Florida 
Whitney Horn* ................................ Corbin, Kentucky Matthew Ward** .......................... }acksonville, Florida 
Daniel Lee Hurst ...................... . Hot Springs, Arkansas Heather Nicole Williams** ............... Orlando, Florida 
Nicole Joy Hwa** ............................... Orlando, Florida Christine E. Willis** ........ .. ............. St. Cloud, Florida 
Jason W. Johnson* ............................ Dunedin, Florida Martha Elizabeth Wingard** ...... . Orange City, Florida 
Jennifer Lucia Joyce* ........................... Apopka, Florida Sara M. Wingate** .............................. Houston, Texas 
Nicholas K. Kivior* ........ .. ..................... Cocoa, Florida Jeremy Wright* ................................... .Deland, Florida 
Kathryn Kuscavage* .......................... Orlando, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
Jacqueline A. Abreu ....... .. .......... St. Augustine, Florida 
Denise Allen ..... ... ...... .......... North Fort Myers, Florida 
Kathryn A. Almquist* ............ Boynton Beach, Florida 
Suzanne Bertsch-Gibson* .. .... ....... ... . Titusvilte, Florida 
Jessie Bollback ............................ Pottersville, New York 
Anita Dawn Burnette ........ ..... .... . Port Orange, Florida 
Chris Clapton* ..................... Charlotte, North Carolina 
Nelly X. Colina-Bernitt* ... ... .. ... .... Boca Raton, Florida 
Sandra B. Cumella* ....................... Brooksville, Florida 
Michelle Day ....................................... Sanford, Florida 
Yolanda E. Eddis .......................... Enterprise, Alabama 
O'Dence Anntonette Forbes-Delarosa ....... Plantation, 
Florida 
Antoinette June Gault* ......... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Lydia Kate Higgins ......................... Savannah, Georgia 
Lisa K. Jordan ................................ }acksonville, Florida 
Teuta Kabashi* ..................................... Naples, Florida 
Marlo R. Lawrence* .. .... ......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Annmarie Lobdell* ................... Clintondale, New York 
Riva McCain ..................................... Titusville, Florida 
Alexander Thomas McDaniel* ................ Wilmington, 
North Carolina 
Brandi Smith Merrill ............... Montgomery, Alabama 
Melanie Moore* ................... Mint Hill, North Carolina 
David Kyle Morris ................................ Hayes, Virginia 
Alberta Nelson-Gelin .......................... Sunrise, Florida 
Kenneth Olson* .... APO, Military-Europe, Germany 
Debra L. Pignatiello ............................. Naples, Florida 
Cheryl L. Powell* .......................... Etters, Pennsylvania 
Bruno F. Silva* .................................... Weston, Florida 
Evymel Terron ..... ..... ................... .Loxahatchee, Florida 
Dee Ann Vanlandingham* ......... Port Orange, Florida 
Melanie Warren* ....... Mount Pleasant, South Carolina 
April M. Westley ............................. Lauderhill, Florida 
Anthony Windwar* .. .......... Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
ANESTHESIOLOGIST ASSISTANT 
FORT LAUDERDALE 
Justin Lee Auch ........ ............................. Reno, Nevada Erica Ashley Kapadia* .. .. .. .. ........... Hollywood, Florida 
Alexandra Bain* ............. Palm Beach Gardens, Florida Arthur Ke, Jr . ................ .......... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Tanner Alan Benzinger ................... Leesburg, Indiana Mijin Kim .............. .................. . Los Angeles, California 
Tyra L. Campbell .................................... Mason, Ohio Timothy Michael Klusman ....... Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Kelli M. Corless** ............................ Acworth, Georgia Daniel James Koch* .................... Coplay, Pennsylvania 
Lilia Deltcheva ...................... ...... Watkinsville, Georgia Matthew Kratish ................ .... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Amanda Esposito* .............. .......... Boca Raton, Florida Tasha Eileen Krueger* ................... Goldthwaite, Texas 
Melissa E. Fay ........ .. ......... Downingtown, Pennsylvania Christopher F. LaDrew ....... ........... . Melbourne, Florida 
Matthew P. Fazio* .... .. ............... Saugus, Massachusetts Lisa J. Lee* ................................... Springfield, Missouri 
Victoria Ashley Fernandez ................ Miramar, Florida Michael William Mingione* .......... ....... Stuart, Florida 
Jonathan Friedman* ........................... Massillon, Ohio Vanessa Ordonez* .............. ..... ..... ..... Parkland, Florida 
Samir Hamdeh** .. ............................. . Wichita, Kansas Lindsay M. Osterberg** .................. Littleton, Colorado 
Allison Paige Hathaway* ........... Vienna, West Virginia Jonathan A. Pappas* ....................... ...... Miami, Florida 
Cassandra Jean Headley ................. Hollywood, Florida Michaelle Pierre ............................... Riverview, Florida 
Stewart Nicholas Heaton* ........................ Sandy, Utah Joshua Polus .............. .... ......... ... .. ........ Roswell, Georgia 
Jerome Mark Henley ........................ Chelsea, Alabama Carol P. van Putten** .................. .. . Ypsilanti, Michigan 
Kate E. Huether* ......................... Lake Worth, Florida Justin Storey ....................... ............... . Sarasota, Florida 
Alex M. Jones* .... ................ ........ Lehigh Acres, Florida Sandra N. T ambi ............. ... ......... .. Andover, Minnesota 
James Kenneth Jones* ..................... Waycross, Georgia Bon-Celsus A. Tria* ....................... Hinesville, Georgia 
Nicole Jones .............. .. ....................... Margate, Florida Marya Caroline Williamson** ...... Boca Raton, Florida 
Nyein Kadlac* .. .. .. ............ .... .... Toms River, New Jersey Cheng Wu* .......................................... Gahanna, Ohio 
Kristl Lee Kamm ............................. Plantation, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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TAMPA 
Jesson McKinley Bateman ................... Valrico, Florida Patricia Marie Koertner* ..................... Oviedo, Florida 
Elizabeth L. Carter ............................ Decatur, Georgia Vincent Joseph Masella ....................... Holiday, Florida 
Anastasia D. Chasovskikh ............. Madison, Alabama Sean Henry Mulvaney ................ Indianapolis, Indiana 
Lourdes Adelene Cortes* .............. Jacksonville, Florida Adam Pore** ............................................ Toledo, Ohio 
Jolina Darby** ................................. Pflugerville, Texas Matthew K. Prusinski* ............... North Royalton, Ohio 
Jennifer A. Dixon ................................ Tucker, Georgia Joseph Simon* ................................ Hollywood, Florida 
Francis Robert Fetto* ............................ Jupiter, Florida Hayley Smith* ......................... Kutztown, Pennsylvania 
Courtney Rachel Gordon .................. Cordele, Georgia Sowjanya Thalanki Krishna Murthy* ......... Riverview, 
Vu T. Hoang ............................. Lawrenceville, Georgia Florida 
Bailey C. Hocking* .............................. Valrico, Florida Leah M. Tsagaris .................................. Trinity, Florida 
John Matthew Howes* ..................... Dundee, Michigan Emily C. Wagner* ....................... Manchester, Missouri 
Alexander S. Jagernauth* .......... St. Petersburg, Florida Maria Williamson* ....................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Jamie D. Kedinger ...................... West Bend, Wisconsin Joseph C. Wisterman ................. St. Petersburg, Florida 
Joseph A. Kister ............................ Florissant, Missouri Berk Yilmaz .................................... Clearwater, Florida 
CARDIOVASCULAR SONOGRAPHY 
Rawan Hesham Abdeen** .......... Jeddah, Saudi Arabia Elyse Kennedy** ........ Mount Pleasant, South Carolina 
Abrar Abdulelah Alfatni ............ Jeddah, Saudi Arabia Keisha R. Mcgee ................................... Tampa, Florida 
Kendall A. Anderson, Jr.* .............. Gainesville, Florida Coralis Marie Mercado Gonzalez* ....... Tampa, Florida 
Whitney Ferguson* ................................ Gary, Indiana David Mott* ................................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Nicolas E. Johnson** .......................... Gilbert, Arizona 
VASCULAR SONOGRAPHY 
Gabrielle Chong ............................. Hollywood, Florida Paulina Sanchez* ...................... . Palmetto Bay, Florida 
Joan Lee* ..................................... Oakland, New Jersey Melissa Nicole Warren** ....... Lighthouse Point, Florida 
Nancy Nweke* ..................................... Houston, Texas Kayla Nicole Wieseckel** .................. Roswell, Georgia 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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MASTER OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
Anna Marie Legaspi Aberion .... Pembroke Pines, Florida Matthew A Pauley ............................... Frankfort, Ohio 
Jayson Abraham ................................. Pasadena, Texas Jacqueline c. Perez* ................. ........... McAllen, Texas 
Stephanie Agnew ........................... Bad Axe, Michigan Arantxa Perez Mata Grajales ..... .... Naucalpan, Mexico 
. , Diana Agredo* .................................. Miramar, Florida Mina K. Pitello ................................... Lockport, Illinois 
Alexandra N. Arguelles .................. Covina, California Anne Marie M. Popgoshev* ....... California, Maryland 
Lauren Elizabeth Athas .................... Glenview, Illinois Ebony]. Prater* ....................... ........ Waukegan, Illinois 
Madison D. Baughman ............ Ridgefield, Connecticut Emily L. Prather ................ Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Katherine E. Bell** ....................... .. ..... Tampa, Florida Christopher Alan Pruitt ................. Plantation, Florida 
Chelsea Elizabeth Brown* .... Medford Lakes, New Jersey Marisa Vashti Ramroop ........................ Miami, Florida 
Esperanza Giron Burks** .... ................. Sunrise, Florida Rebecca Robb* ............................. Vernon Hills, Illinois 
Ericka Lynn Calabro* ..................... Plantation, Florida Emily Rodak* .......................................... Mentor, Ohio 
Courtney Calderone* ....... Yorktown Heights, New York Hannah E. Rollins* .............................. Jupiter, Florida 
Justin Calpe* ....................................... Chicago, Illinois Danniel R. Rosado ................. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Jeanette Alicja Czarnik.. ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Yuliya Royberman* .................... ... Brooklyn, New York 
Dorith Davatgar* ....................... .. ........ .. Skokie, Illinois Francine Safdeye* ............................ Aventura, Florida 
Jackie Lou Jingco DePeralta* ................. Skokie, Illinois Jordan Isaac Sanner .......... Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Alyssa A Derenthal* ........... Newbury Park, California Reena Shah* ........................................ Lemont, Illinois 
Elizabeth Fleming* ... ........... Smithfield, North Carolina Kelsey Shiben ............................... . Winchester, Virginia 
Alexis M. Glover. ....................... Coral Springs, Florida Harvinder Singh ....................... Morton Grove, Illinois 
Yanelle Guerra* ...................... . Pembroke Pines, Florida Emmy Melissa Slaibe ........................... Weston, Florida 
Selin Islamoglu .................................... Palatine, Illinois Jaclyn Rorey Spechler .................. Plainview, New York 
Caitlin M. Kelly** ......... ... ............. Columbia, Missouri Katherine T. Stassen .................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Laura Kuylen* ............................ Thibodaux, Louisiana Jessica Stephani** ....................... Patchogue, New York 
Raymond Timothy Kyle .............. Buckingham, Virginia Alyssa Erin Sweet .............. ........ .. . Knoxville, Tennessee 
Heather E. Lapadura* ......... North Lauderdale, Florida Katrina M. Varela ....................... Miami Lakes, Florida 
Michele Renee LaTempa ... Pompton Plains, New Jersey Thomas]. Voll* ................................... Apopka, Florida 
Nicole Latesta* ....................................... Davie, Florida Sara Helen Weinberg ................... Fort Lee, New Jersey 
Meghan J. Miller* .................. Westhampton, New York Brittany Lenn Woodby .......................... Davie, Florida 
Stephanie Nicole Pancotto ................ Orlando, Florida Christine Ann Yount ............. Mission Viejo, California 
Eva Patel.. ..................................... Lake Worth, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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COLLEGE OF NURSING 
Presented by Marcella M. Rutherford 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING-ADVANCED PRACTICE REGISTERED NURSE, 
FAMILY NURSE PRACTITIONER 
Nazia Taskeen Alam .......... ........... Boca Raton, Florida 
Myrtha J. Augustin ........ .... .......... Lake Worth, Florida 
Deborah DiCastro-Schaffer* .. ... Miami Beach, Florida 
Sherley Charles* ............................ Hollywood, Florida 
Dimeka De Shaun Darville .... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Colleen DeBoskey** ............................. }upiter, Florida 
Patience Yolanda Delancy* ........... Opa-Locka, Florida 
Sandra Diaz* ...... .... ............ ............... Miramar, Florida 
Gloria Mercedes Duran ......................... Miami, Florida 
Vanessa Iris Fuentes .... .... ........ ............ .. Miami, Florida 
Lora Galloway** .................................... Davie, Florida 
Lisa Marie Gonzalez* ........................... Naples, Florida 
Steven Growcock .............. ... ..... .. .... .. ... .. Davie, Florida 
Michelle Colleen Harsh .......... Coconut Creek, Florida 
Selena Lee Hodgers* ... .... ... Southwest Ranches, Florida 
Yalonda N. Jackson ..... .... ................... Margate, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Ingry Alexandra Jaramillo** .......... Lauderhill, Florida 
Tirita Jones .......... ..... ......... ... ......... }acksonville, Florida 
Amanda Lee Joseph .............................. Miami, Florida 
Ellen Louise Lockwood ................ Auburndale, Florida 
Camila Marana* ............. ........ Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Amy Maxwell* ............ ... ..... ........ ..... .. .. Tampa, Florida 
Montia M. Mclntosh ..................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Claudine Valora McKenzie . .Lauderdale Lakes, Florida 
Angela Morgan** ........ .... ... ................ .. . Miami, Florida 
Pamela A. Pirrello* ........................ .Kissimmee, Florida 
Cherie Seara .......................................... Miami, Florida 
Nadine C. Steadman-Ebanks* ... ..... Lauderhill, Florida 
Maureen Ann Wertz ...................... North Port, Florida 
Tami Renee Wilkes* ................... .. ..... Orlando, Florida 
Laura Lee Yantes ..... ............ .......... }acksonville, Florida 
Victoria A. Zimmer ............. ... ......... ...... }upiter, Florida 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Joanne M. Aberilla ............................... Miami, Florida Darlynn Mason ...................... New Orleans, Louisiana 
Amber N. Aiello** .................. Winter Garden, Florida Marjorie Elizabeth May ................... Lauderhill, Florida 
Lisa Alexander* ...................... Ormond Beach, Florida Cathy A. Miller** .............................. Monroe, Georgia 
Fannie Faye Allison* ....................... Minneola, Florida Michelle Nicole Montero* .................... Miami, Florida 
Alejandra Angel* .................................. Miami, Florida Laura Diane Myslinski ........................ Weston, Florida 
Brenda Antoine-Ranson .................. Minneola, Florida Robyn Louise O'Keefe** .................. Clermont, Florida 
Cristina Nicole Arroyo .................. Hollywood, Florida Rachel M. Pittala ................. .. ...... Windermere, Florida 
Judy-Clarina Bird** ............................... Miami, Florida Sandra Ann-Marie Porter ................. Tamarac, Florida 
Uche Margaret Braide ......................... Hialeah, Florida Nicole Danielle Quinlan .......... .. ......... Hialeah, Florida 
Martha Brinkley .................................... Ocoee, Florida Rhona Reid-St. Surin ........................... Sunrise, Florida 
Andrea Caines ........................ Pembroke Pines, Florida Sonia Reisdorf** ............................... Kotzebue, Alaska 
Simone Marie Cheong** ...................... Miami, Florida Netonua Desiree Reyes** ..... .. ....... Homestead, Florida 
Linda Civil ........................................ Miramar, Florida Ashley Chandra Rivera** ...................... Davie, Florida 
Maria R. Collado* ............................. Tequesta, Florida Evelyn Rodriguez* ............................ Minneola, Florida 
Sherine A. Craig ................................... Miami, Florida Kim Ronselli ......................................... Miami, Florida 
Tamra Dacosta* ......................... Palmetto Bay, Florida Justo Ruiz* .................. .. ........ .. .. .. ........... Miami, Florida 
Michele Ann Diaz** ............................ Sunrise, Florida Jessica Saavedra ................................. .... Miami, Florida 
Andrica LaDonn Edmonds* ... Miami Gardens, Florida Gwendolyn E. Saint-Clarke .............. Miramar, Florida 
Christine H. Edmund* .................... Kissimmee, Florida Jennifer Nandrani Sankar-Prashad* ..... Ocoee, Florida 
Larhonda Marie Enslow ..................... Orlando, Florida Deborah Schreck** ................. Poughkeepsie, New York 
Nadine F. Farquharson ............ Pembroke Pines, Florida Kamaria A. Scott* ............................ Miramar, Florida 
Lurline Junior Francis ....................... Miramar, Florida Julie Janice Simpson-Francis* ........ Hollywood, Florida 
Indra Devi Gopal** ................ Winter Garden, Florida Lisa V. Smith** ............................. Homestead, Florida 
John Higginson** ................................. Miami, Florida Holly Anne Spoon ley ..................... Edgewood, Florida 
Desaree A. lrizarry** ................. Coral Springs, Florida Leticia Stinson** ................. West Palm Beach, Florida 
Paula H. Jackson** ......................... Fort Myers, Florida Serena R. Thomas ............................. Miramar, Florida 
Rebekah Jean J ernstedt** ............. Cape Coral, Florida Paige Tilton ................... ..... .................... Davie, Florida 
Vivian Alves Jesus ................................. Miami, Florida Diane Marie Vich** .............................. Miami, Florida 
Beverly Laing* ............................ Lehigh Acres, Florida Colleen E. Virgins** ....... .. ......... Coral Springs, Florida 
Diedre Keimone Mackey** ... St. Catherine, Jamaica, WI Lisa M. Wilson* .......... .. ................ Cape Coral, Florida 
Nicole Theresa MarshalL ................ Miramar, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 





Congressman, State of Florida District 25 
Mario Diaz-Balart is fulfilling his sixth term in the u.s. House of 
Representatives. He serves on the House Committee on Appropriations and 
is the cofounder and chair of the Congressional Hispanic Conference. In 
2002, Diaz-Balart began his tenure in Congress representing Florida's 25th 
Congressional district. He was elected to Florida's 21st Congressional district 
in 2010 and to the newly redrawn 25th Congressional district in 2012. His 
legislation sponsorship indicates his continued support for lowering taxes for families and small businesses. He is 
also a strong proponent of improving public safety and transportation and hurricane preparedness and relief, as 
well as restoring the Everglades. 
Prior to his time in the u.s. House of Representatives, Diaz-Balart served 14 years in the Florida state legislature. 
Mario Diaz-Balart was born on September 25, 1961, in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. He studied at the University of 
South Florida. He currently resides in Miami, Florida, with his wife and son. 
AUDIOLOGY OATH 
As a Doctor of Audiology, I pledge to practice the art and science of my profession to the best of my ability 
and to be ethical in conduct. 
I will respect and honor my teachers and also those who forged the path I freely follow. 
According to their example, I will continue to expand my knowledge and improve my skills. 
I will collaborate with my fellow audiologists and other professionals for the benefit of our patients. 
I will, to the best of my ability and judgment, evaluate, manage, and treat my patients. 
I will willingly do no harm, but rather always strive to provide care according to the standards 
of the profession. 
I will act to the benefit of those needing care, striving to see that none go untreated. 
I will practice when competent to do so, and refer all others to practitioners capable of providing care in 
keeping with this oath. 
I will aspire to personal and professional conduct free from corruption. 
I will keep in confidence all information made known to me about my patients. 
As a Doctor of Audiology, I agree to be held accountable for any violation of this oath and the ethics 
of the profession. 
While I keep this oath unviolated, may it be granted to me to enjoy life and the practice of the art and science 
of audiology, respected by all persons, in all times . 
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PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT OATH 
I pledge to perform the following duties with honesty and dedication: 
I will hold as my primary responsibility the health, safety, welfare, and dignity of all human beings. 
I will uphold the tenets of patient autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice. 
I will recognize and promote the value of diversity. 
I will treat equally all persons who seek my care. 
I will hold in confidence the information shared in the course of practicing medicine. 
I will assess my personal capabilities and limitations, striving always to improve my medical practice. 
I will actively seek to expand my knowledge and skills, keeping abreast of advances in medicine. 
I will work with other members of the health care team to provide compassionate and effective 
care of patients. 
I will use my knowledge and experience to contribute to an improved community. 
I will respect my professional relationship with the physician. 
I will share and expand knowledge within the profession. 
These duties are pledged with sincerity and upon my honor. 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY PLEDGE 
I hereby pledge to: 
Hold my knowledge in trust for the good of those whom I serve; 
Endeavor to keep both the profession and the occupational needs of the clients and communities I serve 
foremost in my thoughts and actions; 
Deliver occupational therapy services that demonstrate excellence at all levels of care while valuing and 
honoring diversity and respecting others as equals; 
Advocate for needed services and the rights of clients, regardless of the constraints I may face; 
Strive to always act in a manner that is consistent with the philosophical base and values of the profession 
by upholding the occupational therapy Code of Ethics, abiding with those in need of care, even in the face of 
personal risk, and upholding the dignity of all human beings, regardless of their condition; and 
Model and foster leadership and facilitate spiritual, personal, and professional growth for myself, my 
profession, and in others. 
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UNIVERSITY VISION, MISSION, AND CORE VALUES 
VISION 2020 STATEMENT 
By 2020, through excellence and innovations in teaching, research, service, and learning, Nova 
Southeastern University will be recognized by accrediting agencies, the academic community, 
and the general public as a premier, private, not-for-profit university of quality and distinction that 
engages all students and produces alumni who serve with integrity in their lives, fields of study, and 
resulting careers. 
MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of Nova Southeastern University, a private, not-for-profit institution, is to offer a diverse 
array of innovative academic programs that complement on-campus educational opportunities and 
resources with accessible, distance-learning programs to foster academic excellence, intellectual 
inquiry, leadership, research, and commitment to community through engagement of students and 
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H. Wayne Huizenga 
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UNIVERSITY SENIOR ADMINISTRATORS 
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President and Chief Executive Officer 
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Donald Rudawsky, Ph.D. 
Vice President for Institutional Effectiveness 
Alyson Silva, M.A.C., CPA 
Vice President for Finance 
and Chief Financial Officer 
Linda Smelser, B.S. 
Vice President for Clinical Operations 
Robin Supler, J.D. 
Vice President for Compliance 
and Chief Integrity Officer 
Tom West, M.B.A. 
Vice President for Information Technologies 
and Chief Information Officer 
Brad A. Williams, Ed.D. 
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Nova Southeastern University Anthem 
Words and Music by Mark]. Cavanaugh © 2010 Marx Music, Inc . All rights reserved. Reprinted, with 
permission, by arrangement with Adorno Music (ASCAP). The unauthorized copying or use of this work, 
in whole or in part, is illegal. 
NOTE: The listing of degree and academic honors candidates in this program is based upon PRELIMINARY information provided 
by each academic program office at the time of publication. The official conferral of degrees and awarding of academic honors occur 
upon satisfactory completion of all academic requirements. Publication in this commencement program does not determine degree or 
honors eligibility or represent an official listing of degree or honors recipients. The student's permanent record, on file in the Office of the 




Ceremonial garments worn at academic functions take their meaning from the original centers of learning 
of the western world in the church of the Middle Ages. Caps, hoods, and gowns of the early students and 
monks have been held through the centuries to be traditionally symbolic of the scholarly devotion so basic 
to education and to the deliberate and orderly evolution of knowledge. 
The introduction of classical studies, the gradual rise of the great universities across Europe, and the 
ever-increasing awareness of the decisive role of education in the entire development of civilization 
influenced leaders among academicians in their desire for a singular identity. In the attempt to create 
this differentiation, educators fell upon the medieval system of classic heraldry, whereby the coat of arms, 
assorted ornamental trappings, and patterns of colorful design had been adopted to denote the distinctive 
character of designated chivalric orders. The function of a pedagogical heraldry became, then, simply 
identification. As such, measures were taken to signify through distinctive markings on the academicians' 
attire the institution that had granted the degree, the field of learning in which the degree had been 
earned, and the level of the degree, e.g., bachelor's, master's, or doctorate. 
Of the three pieces of academic attire-the cap, the gown, and the hood-it is the hood that offers the 
most abundant and most readily discernable information about its owner. The inner lining of the hood 
identifies the institution at which the individual earned the degree. Some schools have adopted two-
color patterns and introduced chevrons and bars in various designs to set themselves apart from other 
institutions. The velvet trim bordering the hood indicates the major field of learning, or faculty, in which 
the degree has been earned. The list at the conclusion of this section will explain this relationship. A final 
feature of the hood concerns its length and width and distinguishes further between holders of bachelor's, 
master's, and doctoral degrees. The length of the hood for the bachelor's degree is three feet, closed at the 
bottom, and with a velvet border of two inches. At Nova Southeastern University, however, individuals 
receiving a bachelor's degree do not wear a hood. A master's degree holder has a hood three and one-half 
feet in length with a three-inch wide border, and the hood is slit at the bottom. Individuals receiving 
doctoral degrees wear hoods four feet in length, open at the bottom, with five-inch borders. 
The cut of the gown aids in differentiating between the three levels of degrees. The bachelor's gown is 
relatively simple and falls in straight lines from an elaborate yoke. It may be recognized most readily by 
the long, pointed sleeves. The master's gown is somewhat fuller and bears no adornment. The sleeves are 
oblong in shape and open at the wrist, with the rear part of the oblong square cut while the front edge has 
a cutaway arc. The doctor's gown is more elaborate, with velvet panels down the front and around the neck 
of the garment. The sleeves are bell-shaped at the end and have three bars of the same material as the front 
panels at the upper portion of the arm. It is cut rather fully and may be ornamental in color. 
The mortarboard or Oxford-type cap has been adopted throughout most universities in the United States, 
although tams have become increasingly fashionable to denote holders of the doctoral degree. Colored 
tassels are usually worn by holders of the bachelor's and master's degrees. These denote the field of learning. 
The color, indeed the flamboyance, of academic dress undoubtedly adds to the sense of occasion at academic 
ceremonies. But as its historical roots show, it has a much deeper significance. It is an outward sign of the 
universality of universities, and of their responsibility for certain timeless values essential to the freedom of 
inquiry: tolerance of alternative views and courage in maintaining one's own tirelessness in the pursuit of 
truth and the free exchange of knowledge. Its wearing marks also the responsibility of the new graduate to 
maintain and uphold these ideals. These fundamentals of academic freedom have not been threatened in 
this country for more than 200 years, but the importance attached to the donning of traditional academic 
dress was underlined in recent years by scholars from Central and Eastern Europe; during the Cold War, 
their use of academic robes became a symbol of their refusal to be dominated completely by political 
forces and the state, and symbolized their persistent links to the worldwide community of scholars. Thus, 
the wearing of academic dress should be seen not simply as a sign of achievement, but as a symbol of the 
responsibility that falls on all members of universities. 
HONORS 
Students wear cords, pins, sashes, and medallions that reflect institutional and national academic honors 
as well as campus leadership, service, and engagement. 
PROCESSIONAL BANNERS (GONFALONS) 
The gonfalon, a banner that hangs from a crosspiece or frame, originated in the medieval republics of 
Italy as an ensign of state or office. Gonfalons have been adopted in many universities around the world 
as college or institutional insignias, and many use them to identify and lead colleges and schools within 
the university in academic procession. The gonfalons represent the university and the various academic 
divisions of Nova Southeastern University. 
The lower half of the gonfalon consists of the university insignia in various permutations. On the upper 
half is the name of a particular academic division of the university, along with a diagonal stripe in the 
color of that division's principal discipline. 
ARTS, LETTERS, HUMANITIES ........... White OPTOMETRY ............................ Sea Foam Green 
ACCOUNTANCY, BUSINESS ................. Drab ORATORY (SPEECH) ...................... Silver Gray 
DENTISTRY .............. ........................... ....... Lilac PHARMACy ................................... Olive Green 
ECONOMICS .......................................... Copper PHILOSOPHy .................................... Dark Blue 
EDUCATION ....................................... Light Blue PODIATRIC MEDICINE .................. Nile Green 
ENGINEERING ....................................... Orange PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, 
FINE ARTS ............................................... Brown HUMAN SERVICES, AND 
LAW ............................................. .............. Purple CRIMINAL JUSTICE ..................... Peacock Blue 
MEDICINE .................. ............................... Green PUBLIC HEALTH ........................... Salmon Pink 
MUSIC ......................................................... Pink SCIENCE ....................................... Golden Yellow 




During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle and also was displayed as a symbol 
to command order during royal gatherings, religious ceremonies, and university classes. As newer and 
more powerful military arms were created, however, the mace progressed into a symbol of authority and 
today is frequently used to lead religious and academic processions. 
The mace was originally a wooden staff carried by royal messengers as a symbol to preserve order and 
usher royal functions. The early wooden staff of such royal messengers or lead ushers of ceremonial 
processions was transformed in the 14th century into an elaborate sterling silver mace. Eventually, in 
the 15th century, it evolved into a symbol of academic excellence and dignity. 
THE NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY MACE 
Before its merger in 1994 with Southeastern University of the 
Health Sciences, Nova University's mace bore a sterling silver 
"nova star" symbolizing the university's name and mission. 
Symbolically, Nova University's "nova star" burned brightly, 
providing educational enlightenment to the world. Today, a 
new sterling silver mace highlights the past, present, and future 
through the inclusion of the original "nova star" representing 
the university's past, surrounding the NSU seal. The mace is 
displayed in the rotunda of the William and Norma Horvitz 
Administration Building. 
In Latin, nova means new or innovative. Nova Southeastern 
University was created to be an innovative educational 
institution-to take the best of traditional education from 
the past and mold it to fit the needs of students for today 
and tomorrow. 
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